
Imagine all the places you 
and your bike can go with 
the Mighty HaulerTM

 ModelsMighty HaulerTM Motorcycle Carriers
Always wanted to take your motorcycle with you but you thought it was too big? Tired 
of pushing your 800lb. motorcycle up a ramp? Always had to decide between your 
motorcycle or the family car?

Then Mighty HaulerTM is the solution for you! Mighty HaulerTM will easily attach to 
any 2” hitch receiver. Now you can take your favorite motorcycle and the family car 
with you on camping trips. Mighty Hauler’sTM 1000 series will support a bike up to 
1000lbs. Or you can choose to take two smaller scooters with you. Simply drive your 
motorcycle on the Mighty HaulerTM, strap it down, jack it up, and your ready to begin 
your trip. If you have an extra long bike or wide tires, there is a Mighty HaulerTM for 
you. Custom work is not a problem. Mighty HaulerTM offers great accessories such as 
wheel chocks, floorboards and storage dolly’s.

Sway LockTM

Mighty HaulersTM Sway LockTM 

technology allows carriers to 
remain firm without having to strap 
the carrier to your vehicle.

Flat Towing
When flat towing a car behind your 
camper our three point hitch is 
required. Also, an installed vehicle 
breaking system is needed.

Hitch Rating
Class V hitch is required for carrier 
motorcycles. Class A camper with a 
Class III hitch must upgrade to the 
three point hitch.

1000M

1000H

850D
manual
850HD
hydraulic

Manually raises and lowers up to 1000lbs.

Uses electric hydraulics to raise and lower 
up to 1000lbs. with a touch of a button
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• Flat tow your car behind   
 your camper

• Unload your bike without   
 disconnecting your car

• Can fold up out of the   
 way when not in use

If I can’t take my Motorcycle, I’m not going!
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www.MIGHTYHAULER.com Patent Pending

  Accessories

Three
Point 
Hitch

Flip-Up

Wheel
Chock

Bumper
Floorboard

Storage Dolly (not pictured)

600M
Uses ramp. Does not raise or lower.
Uses Mighty HaulerTM lock tight system.

TMTM

Mighty Hauler’sTM Strongest Unit Yet
The 1000C and 1000CH are the perfect carriers for diesel pushers. All you need to 
do is pull two pins and the 1000C collapses 17.5” making it easy to access your 
engine compartment. When the 1000C is on the ground it only measures 32.5” tall. 
The first pin you pull allows you to fold the jack out of the way without taking it off. 
Pulling the second pin allows you to take the 17.5” upright support off. This support 
can be removed when the carrier is in the up or down position.  Whether you have a 
hatch door or barn door to your engine 
compartment, opening up the doors is no 
longer a problem. 

The 1000C is Mighty Hauler’s strongest 
unit yet. It travels using a T Channel 
which allows us to make the overall 
height of the unit much small while 
upgrading the strength.  The T Channel 
is also has a fail proof design made from 
¼” plate. Everything on this unit has been 
reinforced. We added strength for towing 
by using two Sway Lock pins so the load is pulled through the whole unit and not just 
the T channel. These pin holes are reinforced with 3/8” plate. This means no back and 
forth sway when traveling and towing.

1000C
manual
1000CH
hydraulic
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